
Complete each sentence by using the verb in the parentheses in simple future tense.

4) Ricky you a pizza.  (order)

3) I hope you today.  (not leave)

2) I your voice in my phone.  (record)

1) Regina the baseball team next year.  (lead)

10) Nick says he this Sunday.  (work)

9) Jeremy and I the wedding hall.  (decorate)

8) Dad happy to know about my good grades.  (be)

7) Ryan Rony with the problem.  (help)

6) Sarah says she Nick for the wedding.  (invite)

5) We the party for sure.  (attend)

Construction: will/shall+ verb

2. To express wish or willingness

Example: Emily hopes her brother will get good scores in math.

3. To make o!ers or promises

Example: I will take you out tomorrow.

Functions:

Example: James work on Thursday.will resume

1. To state facts or make predictions about the future
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Complete each sentence by using the verb in the parentheses in simple future tense.

4) Ricky you a pizza.  (order)will order

3) I hope you today.  (not leave)will not leave

2) I your voice in my phone.  (record)will record

1) Regina the baseball team next year.  (lead)will lead

10) Nick says he this Sunday.  (work)will work

9) Jeremy and I the wedding hall.  (decorate)will decorate

8) Dad happy to know about my good grades.  (be)will be

7) Ryan Rony with the problem.  (help)will help

6) Sarah says she Nick for the wedding.  (invite)will invite

5) We the party for sure.  (attend)will attend

Construction: will/shall+ verb

2. To express wish or willingness

Example: Emily hopes her brother will get good scores in math.

3. To make o!ers or promises

Example: I will take you out tomorrow.

Functions:

Example: James work on Thursday.will resume

1. To state facts or make predictions about the future
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